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Module 4: The Outline

Fundamentals of an Effective Presentation

Best Practice in Written and Oral communication

Managing Stress during Presentation and Practical Aspects of 
Research Oral Communication

Non-verbal Communication

Essential Media Skills for Researchers

Rhetorical

Audience Interaction



Module 4: The Outcomes

• Understand fundamentals of an effective 
presentation

• Develop the ability to communicate research 
effectively  in both written and oral communication

• Develop the skills in the usage of different types of 
communication media

• Recognize the importance and effective strategies in 
using presentation as a communication media, and 
techniques to develop presentation slides



Sub-module 1: Fundamentals of an 
Effective Presentation



Motivation



Personal experiences...









WHY?



Long 

What wesee:

Boring 

Content-free

Badslides



BUT...



Short

Simple

Engaging

Legible

What we want tosee





Time

Money



Why not just write a 
document and post it on 

the internet?



Preparation stage



What questions
should you ask

during preparation stage?



Should we get a Mac or a PC?

What kind of animation and 
transition is the best?



What is my core point?



What’s the venue like?

How much time do I have?

What do I want them to do?

Who is the audience?

What is their background?

What do they expect of me?



What are the most common 
presentation mistakes 

everyone makes? 



Sub-module 3: Managing Stress during 
Presentation and Practical Aspects of 
Research Oral Communication



‘If a trainee hasn’t learned 
it’s because

the trainer hasn’t trained’



unPleasant



The presentation will be a failure.

This is my first presentation in front of an audience.

I do not have the time to prepare my presentation.



They will find me boring.

There’s nothing I can do to make
the presentation impactful to the audience. 

It is so difficult to summarize my work.



Mindset matters



Stress indicators

• communicating less

• less energy, anxiety – especially when knowing the 
fact that we have to prepare the presentation

• sleep disturbance

• appetite disturbance (especially during the day of 
the presentation!)



How to cope with stress?



Reactions to Stress

Negative thought

Positive replacement



Reactions to Stress

'It will be a disaster.'

'I will aim to do the best I can.'



Reactions to Stress
'I never do any good at this kind of thing,

it's bound to go horribly wrong.'

'Just because I had a problem with
this is in the past does not mean

that things are bound to go wrong.'



Reactions to Stress

'They won't like me.'

'They like what they have read
on my research topic otherwise

they would not be listening to me.'



Reactions to Stress

'They are looking for ways
of catching me out.'

'They are giving me an opportunity
to demonstrate my knowledge of something

that I have worked hard to understand.'



Reactions to Stress

'They will ask me questions
that will show my weakness.'

'If it had been a big problem
they would not have come

to listen to my presentation.
How can I talk about it

in the most positive way?'



Reactions to Stress

'I will fail as a presenter
if I don't do well in this presentation.'

If I don't do as well as I would like
there will be other opportunities

to present in the future.'



Consequences of Stress



we experience shortness of breath

we have sweaty palms 

our heartbeat accelerate

we have butterflies or an upset stomach



Ways to Manage Stress



Ways to Manage Stress

• Self-Management and Positive Self-Talk

• Effective Communication

• Practice Makes Perfect

• Breathe

• Mentorship



Self-Management
Positive Self-Talk

Activity 



Read the collection of stressful and 
unproductive self-talk statements

I can’t stand it.
I can’t stand it.
I can’t stand it.
I can’t stand it.
I can’t stand it.
I can’t stand it.
I can’t stand it.



Read the collection of stressful and 
unproductive self-talk statements

I just can’t deal with it anymore.
I feel terrible.

I just don’t know what to do.
Everyone is so uncooperative

That is so stupid.
I shouldn’t have to do this.
There is too much to do.

Nobody wants to listen to my presentation.



Follow the tips for
using this nervousness to our advantage

To feel brave, pretend you are brave already!

Concentrate on the subject of your presentation. 

Plan to enjoy yourself.

Do not call your feelings fear; call them excitement!

Concentrate on breathing rhythmically.



And remember…



…we live in the age of 
specialization



…that means…



“I’m not sure of the answer to 
your question.

I will take the time to find the 
answer for you.”



Sub-module 4: Non-verbal 
communication



Action Speaks Louder

interested in them and care about them

confident, in control of the situation

Your
Action



How to use your non-verbal
communication effectively

Gestures



How to use your non-verbal
communication effectively

Why Gestures?



Why Gestures?

Clarify and support your words

Dramatize your ideas

Lend emphasis and vitality to the spoken word



Why Gestures?

Help dissipate nervous tension

Function as visual aids

Stimulate audience participation

Are highly visible



How to use your non-verbal
communication effectively

How to Gesture Effectively



How to Gesture Effectively

Respond Naturally to
What You Think, Feel, and Say



How to Gesture Effectively

Create the Conditions for Gesturing
Not the Gesture



How to Gesture Effectively

Gestures and Words
Matching



How to Gesture Effectively

Make Your Gestures Convincing



How to Gesture Effectively

Make Your Gestures Smooth and Well-Timed



How to Gesture Effectively

Make Natural, Spontaneous Gesturing a Habit



Non-verbal communication

Facial expressions

Eye contact

Gestures

Body language and posture

Proximity and touch

Most of our communication is non-verbal



Interpreting Non-Verbal Communications

???% Verbal

???% Way words are said

???% Facial expressions



Interpreting Non-Verbal Communications

7%   Verbal

38% Way words are said

55% Facial expressions



Body movement
Personal space
Touch
Voice
Environment
Artifacts
Physical characteristics

You Cannot NOT Communicate



Facial expressions

Your face can show many feelings



Eye contact

Maintaining appropriate eye contact when 
speaking with others helps communication



Eye contact

What do you think avoiding eye contact 
might make others think?



How to Use Your Non-Verbal
Communication Effectively

How to Use Your Eyes 
Effectively



Know Your Material

How to Use Your Eyes Effectively

Monitor Visual Feedback

Establish a Bond



How to Make a Good Impression

Your Appearance

The First Minute

Before You Speak



Gestures

Also convey meanings…

…be mindful of cultural differences



CULTURAL INFLUENCES

Non verbal
signals vary

from culture to culture



Body language

Always be sure that you
are not conveying the

wrong signals



Communication barriers

Inattention
Poor expression
Emotions
Inconsistency

Physical barriers
Insufficient warning
Individual differences
Lack of feedback
Insecurity



Sub-module: Essential Media Skills for 
Researchers



Essential Media Skills for Researchers

Media Richness (A)

Strategies to Develop a Powerful 
Presentation (B)

Techniques to Develop Presentation Slides (C)



Information Richness of Communication Media (A)



Strategies to Develop a Powerful Presentation (B)



Determine the Right Length for a Presentation

In fact, if you ask around…



Determine the Right Length for a Presentation

“What do great presentation
have in common?” 

“They are short.” 



Determine the Right Length for a Presentation

What can we do?

…5 strategies to tighten a talk
and keep audiences engaged



5 strategies to tighten a talk
and keep audiences engaged

Listen to the audience

Plan content for 60% of time slot

Trim your slide deck

Practice with the clock counting up and down

Have two natural endings



Techniques to Develop Presentation Slides (C)



Think like a Designer

 

Design Thinking



Create Slides People Can “Get” in 3 Seconds

Limit your 
text

Coordinate visual 
elements

Arrange 
elements 

with 
care



A Sample of 3 Second Test



Choose the Right Type of Slide



Video slide

Data slide

Bullet slide

Walk-in slide
Title slide

Big-word slide

Quote slide

Walk-out slide



Arrange Slide Elements with Care



Flow



White space



Hierarchy



Contrast



Unity



Turn Words into Diagrams

Before



Turn Words into Diagrams

After



Sub-module 6: Rhetorical



Ways of Beginning
and Ending a Speech



Ways of Beginning a Speech

Quotation

“I know not with what weapons World War III will be
fought, but World War IV will be fought with sticks
and stones.”

Albert Einstein



Ways of Beginning a Speech

Startling Statistic

"By the end of 2004, 724 out of every 100,000 U.S. 

residents were incarcerated. The USA has the highest 
jailing rate in the entire world."



Ways of Beginning a Speech

Personal Experience



Ways of Beginning a Speech

Humour

…but…have a connection with something



Ways of Beginning a Speech

Overview

"Today, I will be discussing college dropouts. I will be 
going over the current rate of dropouts as well as the 
many common reasons for it. I will also talk about the 
reasons to stay in college, like better knowledge, life 

experiences, and more pay in the future."



Ways of Ending a Speech

Quotation

Startling Statistic

Personal Experience

Joke

Formal Closure



Never forget…



to Thank your audience…

"That is all I have for today. I appreciate you 
giving me your time.

Thank you very much and have a great day."



Who is your Audience?

Never underestimate the importance of 
knowing your audience.



Who is your Audience?

Who are they?

What are their reasons for attending?

How many are likely to be present?



Who is your Audience?

What sort of people – age, education, status?

What do they already know about the subject?

What are their likely attitudes/biases?



Location

type and size of room

seating arrangements – fixed or movable

position of speaker (you)

equipment available
(whiteboard, projector, flip chart,…)

acoustics (sound)



Tips for Public Speaking



How to prepare
for the talk

Rehearse
Places

Who is your audience?



Rehearsal





Key Elements of Good Communication

WHO Your  
audience

To whom  talking
Know the needs of your audience 

Different audience, different message

WHAT Your 
message

What you want to say
What is the purpose

How to know how to formulate ideas

HOW Your style Style, attitude
Verbal & non-verbal communication



Sub-module 7: Audience Interaction



Audience Interaction

Communication Process and Strategy (A)

Communication Principle of PAIBOC (B)

Audience Interaction (C)



Communication Process



Effective communication?

Communication Process

…audience-centered principle



Communication Strategy

Messages

Media

Timing

Communicator

Purpose
Feedback

Audiences



124

PAIBOC Analysis

Purpose

Audiences

Information

Benefits

Objections

Context



P What is your purpose in presenting?

A Who is your target audience?

I What information must you include 
in the message? 

PAIBOC Analysis



B What reasons or benefits can you 
use to convince? 

O What objections can you expect and 
how to address them? 

C How the context might affect 
audience response?

PAIBOC Analysis



Audience Interaction



“Designing a presentation without an audience in 
mind is like writing a love letter and addressing it to 

whom it may concern.”

Ken Haemer
Presentation Research Manager, 

AT&T

To Get to Know Your Audience



“If I am to speak for ten minutes, I need a week for 
preparation; if fifteen minutes, three days; if half 

an hour, two days; if an hour, I am ready now.”

Woodrow T. Wilson

To Get to Know Your Audience



knowledge level

demographic factors

personality

values

beliefs

their expectation

To Get to Know Your Audience



Does the Presenter need the Audience more,
or vice versa?

Understand the Audience's Power

Hero – Mentor Approach



Give audiences insight that will improve their lives

Teach the hero to reach objectives

Help the hero ideas, solutions

Hero – Mentor Approach



Think using mentor and hero relationship
(The power is in the audience’s hands)

Be passionate about the topics

Be open with the audience

Be connect with the audience

Create a Bond



BUT…



Audience is
not homogeneous

…segmented and 
fragmented



Politics
power, influence, decision process

Demographic
age, education, ethnicity, gender, geography

Psychographics
personality, values, attitudes, interest, 

communities, lifestyles

Segmentation



Firmographics
number of employees, revenue, size, industry, 
number of locations, location of headquarters

Ethnographic
social and cultural needs

Segmentation



Remember



one-fits-for-all is no longer
an effective

strategy on communication



Get to the point

Give them what they asked for

Set expectations

Rehearse

Present Clearly and Concisely



Presenter’s point of view

Define How You'll Change the Audience

Why the audience
should care

about presenter’s 
perspectives



What does the audience believe in?

What new belief do you want them to adopt?

How do you want them to behave differently?

How must their attitudes or emotions change 
before their behaviour change?

Define How You'll Change the Audience
(important questions)



Shared experiences

What from your past do you have in common?
Do you share memories, historical events, interests?

Find Common Ground



Common goals

Where are you all headed in the future?

What types of outcomes are mutually desired?

Find Common Ground



Qualifications

Why are you qualified to be the guiding expert?

Did you face similar challenges of your own?

How will your audience benefit from that insight?

Find Common Ground



Develop Persuasive Content

Generate content to support big idea (brainstorming)

Anticipate resistance

Amplify the message through contrast

Build an effective call for action



Develop Persuasive Content

Presentation needs a structure

Balance analytical and emotional appeal

Lose the jargon

Repeated phrase at during the presentation



Use Storytelling Principle

Solid structure

Beginning, Middle

powerful Ending

Emotional texture

Something to remember



Remember…



YOU PRESENTATION RECIPIENT

Feedback. Go get some.



“There will always be someone that will 
either think that you, your slide deck,
or your delivery is not good enough!”

Boris Hristov



THANK YOU!


